Evolis introduces Primacy, the printer
that will set new records in rapidity, power
and high performances.
Easy-to-use, Primacy
supports single or dualsided printing, and, just like
other printers from Evolis,
offers superior quality, at an
affordable price point.

THE ULTIMATE CARD PRINTER!
Primacy is a high-end printer that is

POWERFUL

EASY-TO-USE

easy-to-use, ﬂexible and fast. When

Primacy delivers cards in runs, thanks to
100-card capacity input and output hoppers.
These modules are conveniently located at
the front of the printer and can be accessed
easily and monitored at a glance. Primacy
is the very ﬁrst printer in its category to offer
this level of performances through such a
compact size and footprint.
The printer also ensures top-notch printing
quality at an unmatched printing speed.

Shipped with the Evolis Premium Suite®
software solution, Primacy makes selfadjustments when in operation. Users beneﬁt
from screen-based alert pop-ups, while 24/7
online help is available just a click away.
Cards can be simply loaded at the printer’s
front side. Ribbons are available in a cassette
system that can easily be dropped into the
printer. Each ribbon is automatically set and
identiﬁed.

ECO-FRIENDLY AND SILENT

RELIABLE

Primacy is an eco-designed printer. The
energy consumption is on average 5 times
lower than printers from the previous
generation. The printer beneﬁts from the
ENERGY STAR certiﬁcation and is compliant
with the ErP directive.
Primacy operates at a low 48 db sound level
and, therefore, can be seamlessly deployed
into any working environment.

Primacy beneﬁts from the expertise and
proven quality standards of Evolis. This
enables optimized operations and perfect
results. Evolis’ strong commitment to quality
is legendary, and is echoed by a 3-year
warranty.

loaded with the Evolis cutting-edge
encoding technologies, Primacy turns
into the ideal solution to issue cards.
Primacy supports any requirement in card
printing and encoding, in medium to large
runs. This is the perfect option to deliver
transportation passes, payment cards,
identiﬁcation badges, as well as multi-feature
cards.

PRIMACY, POWERFUL AND MODULAR
Primacy personalizes color cards in a record time. Up to 210 cards per hour for one side, and
140 cards per hour for dual-sided printing. The same machine can print on either one or both
sides, and the dual-sided option can also be activated on-site. This ﬂexible printer can also be
ﬁtted with additional options at any time, when magnetic and contact/contactless encoding are
required.
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